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whereas in the past chiefly beer and carbonated soft drinks were filled
into cans, for some time now there has been an ever stronger trend for
canned more sensitive products such as iced tea, plant-based drinks,

juices, smoothies, near-water products or alcohol-free beers and mixed
beer beverages. this development means that beverage fillers hygiene

requirements are also becoming more discerning, demands their
technology partners are meeting among them systems supplier khs and

specialists like ferrum. with their smartcan filler/seamer block by
khs/ferrum, for the first time the two companies have now effected a
seamless union of their respective machines that boasts an optimized
hygiene concept and jointly provides more flexibility, greater efficiency
and simple operation. further development provides great benefitsthe

ferrum seamer was redeveloped specially for the joint block system. the
further developments made here also serve to avoid possible soiling. the
greatest step taken here was to implement the product room in a closed,

hygienic, stainless-steel design, says marc zubler, head of sales and
product management at ferrum packaging. with this new concept we
were able to make the product room much smaller. this shortens the

cleaning time and reduces the amount of cleaning media needed.
merging the filler and seamer to form a single unit also gives us a smaller

machine footprint. the new sloped plate is also of an advantage as it
facilitates the runoff of liquids. the same applies to the new can transfer

unit based on a horizontal toothed gear setup instead of the previous
stopped chain. this ensures that no splash water enters the open can.
with its open design and lack of guides, the construction is easier to

clean and thus also convincing when it comes to hygiene.
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Tool (ODT) is a tool used to
check vehicle diagnostics such

as any faults on the
instrument. ODT is a fully

loaded set of vehicle diagnostic
tools. It is basically a set of

tools that comes with different
functions to check and provide

information on vehicle
problems based on the

hardware made by Delphi. It is
used to trace the diagnostic
fault which may be occurring
within the components of the
onboard vehicle computer.
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Choose from our full-line of
Automotive to Industrial and
Professional tools and gear
from over 40 of the most

trusted names. Everything you
need to perform quality service

work and save time, money
and hassle. Imagine the time it
would have taken to do your
own repairs and mechanical
changes if you had to search
for OEM parts. Our extensive
part catalog makes it easy for

us to provide you with the
exact parts you need for your
vehicle and provide the most

comprehensive line-up of
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branded replacement parts
available anywhere. Order

online now or call us for
customized pricing on hard-to-

find OEM parts. Looking for
better quality, lower prices,

and the fastest shipping on all
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Every order includes FREE
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